Hull Car Show 30th August 2015
AJ Racing decided to invite and do a joint show with our chosen charity the St Andrews children's
hospice we took our shelter and 2 cars to this event we actually ended up having 3 Ford Focuses a
Ford Kuga and the whole stand looked fabulous. We held a couple of competitions:- guess the weight
of the Ford Focus race car, guess the fastest lap time at the final round of the Time Attack
Championship at Rockingham and also guess the name of the teddy bear.
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People have heard about the race car via word of mouth during the current season and subsequently
came along to view the car; we ran the car on low idle just so people could hear how tremendous the
car really sounds. This obviously attracted the crowds therefore making the competitions even more
popular. AJ Racing had a number of items such as a used gear kit as well as information sheets from
our sponsors as part of the display. Plus Jon was on hand to chat to about the car, how it had been
built, what had gone in to it and who had been involved in the various processes.

Jon was interviewed live by KCFM as he had already been interviewed prior to the event at
the studio earlier that week.

The whole event could be seen as a huge success with a large crowd and variety of cars on
display.
Thanks to everybody who entered the competitions and we will be announcing a winner after
Rockingham Time Attack Championship and look forward to seeing you again next year. We
would like to thank East Yorkshire Motor Club sincerely for their invite and hospitality and
we look forward to working more with them in the future.
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